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KID’S EYE VIEW OF SCIENCE

How to Use This Book
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As with many books aimed at comprehensive reform, this is not a book to bee read
in one sitting. It’s organized to provide the reader with a quick overview, Chapter
hapter
ter 1,
The Science of Teaching Science, and with immediate starting points—examples
examples
ples of
bodybrain-compatible curriculum in Chapter 2.

Chapters 3 and 4 cut to the chase—how
ow to make
m
curriculum
c
m conceptual, how
ho
h
to localize it for your students (bridge the
he yawning
wnin gap between
een national and
a
state
standards and the prior experiences of your students),
stude
studen
and
d how
ow to make it action
oriented and memorable.
Chapter 5, The Scientiﬁc Thinking
nking Processes,
Proces
Proce
examines
xamines
nes these processes
pr
through
the lens of the unfolding developmental
evelopmental
opmental pr
processes
p
s of a young child’s
chi
chil
brain
ain and what
constitutes age-appropriate
iate curriculum content,
c
t, the subject of
o Chapter
C
r 7.

Chapter 8 compares
pares assessment
assessmen approaches
oaches to the brain
brai research-based
arch-based
based deﬁnition
deﬁni
of learning as a two-step
wo-step
o-step process.
process The authors
uthors recommend
recommen thatt teachers
chers commit
commi
comm themselves to the goal
Teaching
oal of Effective First
F
aching (EFT) and focuss on formative
rmative assessment,
as
ent,
mining information
ation that can
ca be used to
o improve student
sst
t learning in the moment.
m
nt. Thee
chapter describes
how to design
developdescri
describ
n formative
forma
rm
e assessments
asses
asse
ts using the curriculum
curr
curri
velopment tools with
within the HET model.
withi
el.
Chapters 9 through
t
h 13 describe the brain research
earch base for the HET
ET
T model. ChapCha
ter 14 describes
escrib how
w to translate the four brain principles from Chapters
pters 10–13 into
i
practical, everyday
thee authors well understand
ay approaches. While
W
u
and how
ow precious
preciou time
tim
is, it’s highly recommended
that thesee chapters
3–8.
ecommended
mmended tha
c pters be read
rea before
ore reading
ading Chapters
Chap

ro
w

Throughout
ughout
out the book
boo runs a central
ntral theme:
the
th e: Science
S
e curriculum must
mu be
b based in
being there
where students can
scihere experiences,
experience frequent
ent
nt visits to locations
loca
loc
ca experience
ex
encee as it occurs in the
locations
th real world. While these
th
cations
ons can be a simple
ssimp as a corner of
the
campus, they need
he school
chool campu
eed to provide
provid rich sensory
ensory
ry input.

What’s
What’ offered in these pages
ages is a comprehensive
omprehensive
ehensive strategy
strate for teaching science,
str
will ring true with each reader’s
into the world of science.
one that w
r’s learning
earning journey
jou

B

Getting the Most Outt of This Bo
Ge
Book

As the reader will soon discover,
scover, the layout
layou of this book differs from the traditional typographical layout typical
pical of books
book over the past several hundred years.
The new elements are not due to attempts
att
attemp
at artistic ﬂair. Rather, they are speciﬁr’ ability to see patterns in content and make
cally designed to enhance the reader’s
meaning of those patterns, thus speeding understanding and ability to apply what
is encountered within these pages.
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CHAPTER 1

THE SCIENCE
OF TEACHING SCIENCE

THE QUEST

In the quest to improve sciencee education,
ducation, would
wou you not expect
to utilize the results of scientiﬁc research
arch about how
h
thee brain
ain learns,
research that has been accumulated
mulated
ed and validated
vali
overr the past 30
ect the
he prowess of
o 21st-century
century
entury technology
technolo
technol
years? Would you not expect
to reveal inner workings
gs off the brain that
th havee eluded
uded us for centuc
ries? We think so. And
nd
d although the brain
b
is admittedly complex
com
and
nd
stubbornly mysterious,
rious, there is much
m
we already know.
know Our chalo apply this knowledge
k
c
oms and
lenge is to begin to
within our classrooms
schools in ways that
th make the
th learning
ning environment
en onmen compatible
patible
atible with
how the human brain
bra learns rather
her than
han an
a extension off tradition.
adition.
ence—when
nce—when ttaught as a direct experience
exper
experi
aroun
Science—when
of thee world around
us—is a highly
ghly br
brain-compatible
mpatible
atible subjec
subject because
use learning fro
from and
about the natural world
ld
d is as natural
natura for
fo the human
uman brain as the
t sun’ss
rising and setting (due,
e, of course, to the Earth
th
h spinning).
spinning) Our very
existence as a species
pecies
es attests to this
t
fact.
t.

ro
w

In contrast,
trast,
t, other areas
are of thee elementary school
ssch
curriculum
rriculum
ulum are
comparatively
atively
ely recent human
hu
constructions,
onstructions, such
suc as reading,
eading,
ng, writing,
and mathematics.
ematics. Th
These newcomers
comers in the
th evolution
ion of the human
huma
brain
ain bristle with aabstractions which cannot
can
be experienced
erienced by
b chilchil
dren
n ﬁrsthand th
through their senses;; thus,
thu students
th
dents must learn how to
them before they can learn the content.
learn about th
tent.

Scie
Science,
cie
when taught as a direct experience
erience of the natural
nat
world,
is ea
eas
easy for students to grasp and to apply
pply in meaning
meanin
meaningful, inventive,
an
and often highly complex ways. Itt should
hould come as n
no surprise, for example, that many of our early astronauts
Midwestern
farm boys
auts were
w
M
who grew up doing science as an unavoidable
void
voidabl
aspect of growing up
on the south forty. They had hours of practice, on a daily basis, with
using the scientiﬁc thinking processes,1 solving real problems, and
inventing or producing useful products—from repairing farm equipment to strategies to improve proﬁt margins.

B

Four Principles - 1.2
The Science of
Teaching Science

Curriculum - 1.3
Beingg The
There and
Standards - 11.6
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From a kid’s eye view of science, learning is about experiencing
the world. And it’s also true that brain research conﬁrms this perspective—learning is the result of real physiological growth in the brain
spurred by massive sensory input. Such sensory input is not possible
in the classroom, especially when study is based on textbooks and
worksheets. When it comes to improving science education,
ucat
kids and
brain researchers share overlapping perspectives.
s.

The Quest - 1.1
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Integration
gration Made Ea
Easy - 1.9
Eas

2.6

CHAPTER 2—MAKING CURRICULUM BODYBRAIN COMPATIBLE

MCSIP (Mid-California Science Improvement Program) science initiative funded by
the David and Lucile Packard Foundation from 1987 through 1996. Our thanks to Project 2061 for providing educators a beginning place for developing curriculum. See
Project 2061 and their curriculum recommendations in Science for All Americans and
Benchmarks for Science Literacy.3
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Please note that the excerpts don’t include the entire curriculum for a grade level,
thus the irregular numbering of the concepts and signiﬁcant knowledge key points.
nts.

Science Continuum of Concepts – Grades K-6

GRADE LEVEL

ORGANIZING CONCEPTS

Exploration—We can learn
rn about things
th
aroundd us by carefully
carefu observing, comparing them,
interacting with them..
m, and interact

First Grade

Basic Needs—Alll living thin
things, including
ing humans
humans, have basic needs that
their habitat must
provide.
ust provide

Second Grade

Form
m and Function
Function—Physical
ysical characteristics
characterist of living things
thing vary greatly
andd determine w
what theyy can do and how they do it in order to meet their
basic needs. S
Similarly,, the physical characteristics
ch
cs of nonliving
nonliv things vary
ary
greatly and determine what
hat change
changes can occur
ccur and how they
th can be used.
ed.

Third Grade
de

Change—Things
C
gs are ch
changing aroundd us all the time.
ti
Change
hange can occur
in
i a variety of ways and for different
nt reasons. R
Rate and size
ize of change
uire tools to oobserve/measure
e/measure change.
chang Change can be helpful,
helpf
may require
harmful,
mful, or neutral.
neutr

Fourth Grade

Interdepen
abit resident
dent plants and animals interact
Interdependence—Within
a habitat,
with each other and their environment
en
to meet their ba
basic needs.

Fifth Gradee

Systems—All
Sy
—All structures
structure and systems,
ms, living and nonliving, are made up
of smaller parts
arts and/or processes.

Sixth Grade

Constancy and Change—Cause
Cause is an
a action or event that brings an
effect, which could be a single consequence
con
or a chain of events. Every
cause has an effect.

B

Kindergarten

Figure 2C
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CHAPTER 7

AGE-APPROPRIATE
CURRICULUM

Age-Appropriate
Curriculum

2nd–3rd
Grade - 7.3

4th–6th Gra
Grade - 7.5
Implications
ons - 7.6
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A young child’s brain is not simply a junior version of an adult
brain with less information in it. It processes differently. The human
brain unfolds in predictable developmental stages. Each stage is like
an ever more complex template laid over the top of the previous one.
At each of these stages, the brain is capable of more complex thinking, comparing, and analyzing.

Age 3 to 1st Grade - 7.1

Following is a brief overview of developmental
mental
al stages
s
based
b
on
science eddet’s work1 to scie
Dr. Lawrence Lowery’s application of Piaget’s
entations
tions to administrators
adm
ad
ators
rs
ucation. It’s based on Dr. Lowery’s presentations
and teachers of the Mid-California Science
cience Improv
Improvem
Improvement Program
m
earning: Matchi
velopmental
pment
(MCSIP) and his book Thinking and Learning:
Matching Developmental
Stages With Curriculum and Instruction.
uction.
n.2

AGE THREE TO FIRS
FIRST GRADE—
RADE—
COMPARING
RING THE KNOWN
NOWN TO
T
THE UN
UNKNOWN
KNOW

ro
w

During
ring
ng this stage
stag of life, children
ildren
n learn to understand
nd more words
(and thee concepts b
beh
behind them)
hem)) than they will
w for
or the rest of their
thei
the
lives. The child does
do thiss by
y putting real,
re
rea concrete
crete objects through
thro
th
what is called
ed one-to-one
o-one correspondences—putting
correspon
corresp
s—putting
—putting two objectss
together on the basis
sis of a single property
p
pr
and
nd learning from
f
these
hese
comparisons more
re than
han was known
know
kn
before.
ore. According
A ording to Lowery,
ery, the
th
child constructs
cts fundamental
undamental cconcepts
pts about tth
the physical
phy
h
world
orld and
its properties
ies (similarity and
an difference
erence compa
compari
comparisons by size,
e, shape,
color, texture,
exture,
re, and so forth),
fo
f
about ordinal and
aan cardinal
dinal numbers
(one-to-one
to-one
ne correspon
correspondence of varying degrees),
degr
de
aboutt all measures
measure
(comparison
omparison
arison of kn
kno
known to unknown),
wn), and about the use of symbols
symb to
t
stand
nd for mean
meani
ons 3
ons)
meaning (word recognitions).

B

Trial aand Error

T major mode of operation
The
n at this stage is trial
tria and error. Often, adults mistakenly try to help thee child, in an attempt
te
ten
att
to reduce or
eliminate error, or they reprimand the
an error. This
he child
chi for making
m
is unfortunate because children, like scientists,
learn as much (someien
ientist
times more) from errors as from expected,
d correct results. Whether
putting puzzle shapes into the wrong space, putting shoes on the
wrong feet while learning to dress, or falling off a tricycle, for the
child, an error spurs the learning process along.
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AGE THREE TO FIRST GRADE
Trial and Error

One Property at a Time
Age-Appropriate Scientific
Thinking Process
Age-Appropriate Curriculum

CHAPTER 11
A Brief History - 11.1
Emotion - 11.1
Learning Principle 2—
Bodybrain Partnership
Movement - 11.7
Movem
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LEARNING PRINCIPLE 2—
THE INSEPARABLE
BODYBRAIN LEARNING
PARTNERSHIP

Given the Western world’s love affair with rational, logical
thought and the underpinnings of science and technology,
olog investigating the biological basis of emotion has been slow in coming.
coming But once
begun, brain research in this area has exploded,
d, especially
spec
in the last
15 years of the 20th century and early 21stt century.
ntury. Today
To
we must
ust
talk in terms of a bodybrain partnership,, an inseparable
nseparable partnership
ership
ip
running parallel, complementary information
ormation systems.
systems This partnersystem
tnership is a combination of an electrical
al and chemical system
m and
d a system that’s wholly chemical carrying
ying
g the molecules
molecul of emotion.
motion.
tion.1

A BRIEF HISTORY
TORY
ORY

ro
w

One of the earliest
rliest attempts to analyze
yze the role of emotion
e
n in
brain function emerged
erged from Dr. Paul
P
MacLean’s
cLean’s work at the National
ational
Institute for Health
He
in the 1950s.
1950 MacLean
195
Le was the ﬁrst
r to make
ake clear
that emotions
ons signiﬁ
sign cantly
ntly affect brain
n functions
fu
fun ons and thus
huss learning,
memory,
y, and behavior.
behavio
behav
However,
ver, MacLean
MacLea mistakenly
nly perpetuated
the assumption
umption
mption tha
that we mostly
y operate from
ffr
our
ur cerebral
erebral cortex,
corte
known for its logic and rational
onal thinking
thinkin and the
he home of academic
acad
aca
learning, and o
only occasionally
ccasionally
casionally downshift
down
do
into
nto our limbic system.
m.
Now we know thatt emotions
otions are a function off the entire bodybrain
brain
partnership and
d aree with us al
all of the time. Emotions,
motions,
otion in fact,
ct, ﬁlter
te
incoming sensory
nsory
y input, mod
modulating
g what
hat the ccerebral
ce br cortex
ex attends
ses, and stores in long-term
erm
rm memory. Emotions
Em
E
s truly
y are the
to, processes,
gatekeeper
eper to learning aand performance.
rformance.

B

Somewhat
omewhat to o
di
d
red that emotions
emotio are
our surprise, we have discovered
processed
cessed throu
thro
ain and
a all of itss structures not
n just
throughout
the entire brain
the interconn
interconnected structures of the amygdala,
dala,
a, hippocampus,
hippocam
thalamus, hy
hypo
hypothalamus, and cingulate gyrus,
us, an
n area once refe
referred to as
the lim
limb
limbic system.

EMOTION—GATEKEEPER
E
TEKEEPE
EKEEP TO
LEARNING AND PERFORMANCE
R
RF

What happens in our brains when emotionally charged sensory
data comes in? A great deal. Here’s the brief version of what happens
within the limbic structures:2
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EMOTION—GATEKEEPER TO
LEARNING AND PERFORMANCE
Emotion and Learning
Information Substances:
The Rest of the Story

